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Border Group of Parishes
Llanyblodwel, Llanymynech, Morton & Trefonen

rector@border-parishes.org.uk
   Llanymynech Rectory, Rectory Lane, Pant, SY10 9RA   01691 590025

   Helen Parish   pccsectrefonen@border-parishes.org.uk
01691 670979

     Peter Woollam  peter@woollam.net 01691 655753

Worship times:
Our churches are now open for private prayer and public worship at limited times with
social distancing and other precautionary measures in place.  At the time of going to press,
weekly September diaries have not been finalised, but  plans for Harvest Festival Services
have been published.  Weather permitting, these will take place outdoors in the
churchyards.  If the forecast isn’t good, we’ll move indoors (where we’re now required to
wear face masks) and, because numbers are then limited, we’ll have a ‘second run’ so that
everyone who wishes can attend.

Llanyblodwel:  Gift Day:  Sat 26th Sept  2.00 - 4.00pm
       Service:  Sun 27th   11.00am and again at 11.45 if needed

Trefonen:   Gift Day:  Sat 3rd Oct  10.00 - 12.00noon
       Service:  Sun 4th   9.30am and again at 10.15 if needed

Gifts of food will go to Oswestry Foodbank, which has seen a significant rise in demand
during the pandemic.  The following are currently in short supply; please help if you can:

Tinned Meats (Corned Beef, Ham, Hotdogs, Stewing Steak, Mince)
Ketchup, Mayo, Brown Sauce and Other Sauces
Mashed Potato and Tinned Potatoes
Tinned Vegetables – Carrots, Peas etc
Custard  Tinned Fruit
Small Sugar Bags (500g)  Small Jars of Coffee
Rice Pudding  Cereals
Tinned Dog Food, dried Cat Food  Toothpaste
Shampoo  Size 4 & 5 nappies
Toilet Paper  Wipes
Sanitizer

The Annual Parish Church Meetings, previously scheduled in late March and early April,
had to be cancelled, but new dates have now been fixed.  Again, the plan is to hold these
outdoors, but to move indoors if the weather dictates:

   Llanyblodwel:  Mon 21st Sept  2.00pm

   Trefonen:   Wed 23rd Sept 2.00pm
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From the editor:
Welcome to the September issue of the community magazine, produced by our two
churches (St Michael’s, Llanyblodwel and All Saints, Trefonen).

Our commercial printers have re-opened for business and so, once again, paper copies
are available for all those who prefer it in that form.  It will also be published on the
Trefonen village website (www.Trefonen.org) - go to the church home page, click on
the link and get the benefit of all the colour in the images used which you’ll find there.

This issue contains some things that appeared regularly in the past, advertisements
being the most obvious example.  But it is still limited by the lack of community activity
that we’ve had to endure since late March.  Hopefully, though, you’ll find a few cheerful
notes in these pages with news of limited re-openings of things we’ve missed.  There is
rather a lot this month on ecology, which might not be to everyone’s taste.  In my
defence, I can use only what people send me, so please do consider writing on your
own favourite local topic for future issues.

On the subject of our advertisers, it is the income from them which allows us to offer
paper copies free of charge.  We are very appreciative of their ongoing support, but
realise that this is a very difficult period financially for many.  We are therefore allowing
them a payment holiday for a few months and printing costs are being subsidised from
other church income.  Please do consider employing those businesses who advertise
here and, if you do, tell them where you read about them.

The last three editions, produced during lockdown, had a greater emphasis on
community issues - something that proved popular with readers and a pattern which
we aim to maintain in the future.  Lots of events take place in our villages which are
neither advertised in these pages beforehand nor reported on afterwards.  Please do
consider letting me know about anything that’s happening - wouldn’t it be good if
everyone thought, at the planning stage, that “we must get this in the magazine” and
we all thought of it as the first place to look for the details of what’s going on?

How many, I wonder, remember the Sunday School story from the Old Testament book
Genesis that, when Noah’s flood subsided, a rainbow appeared to signify that God
would never repeat the devastation it caused.  The rainbow has become a powerful
symbol of our appreciation of those who work in the essential services, the NHS in
particular, and I still see many in people’s windows.  Revd Kathy also uses the symbolism
of the rainbow in her letter (page 20).  The front cover illustration shows artist Damien
Hirst’s creation, comprising bands of coloured butterfly wings, original copies of which
he sold to raise money for the NHS (but which he now offers free for anyone to use).

At the risk of speaking too soon, it seems that the worst of the pandemic is behind us in
this country.  The Office for National Statistics (whose figures have consistently been
higher than those from Public Health England) reported a peak of over 8,700 deaths
involving Covid-19 during the week ended 17th April.  When I wrote my last editorial,
the figure was 606 and the most recent is 193.

But it’s not over yet.  We are encouraged by the promising reports of the development
of effective vaccines, but none of these will be widely available for several months.  The
temptation to sometimes ignore precautions is huge, but we have to remain cautious.
193 deaths a week is still too many.

Peter.       T: 01691 655753; M: 07710 801595; e: peter@woollam.net
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Steve Harris
General Builder

And Stonework Specialist

Tel: 01691 657647  Mobile: 07967 700312

Trefonen Village Hall:
From the village hall committee:

The current plan for the village hall is that,
subject to appropriate deep cleaning
being done first and some restrictions on
use, the hall will re-open for "regular user
groups" that wish to use it from 31st

August.  Most of these have opted to defer
until October or later. The hall will not be
available for general "casual" bookings yet.
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Re-opening of schools:
The new school year at the Carreghofa, Bryn Offa and Trefonen Primary Schools
begins on Wednesday 2nd September.  Shropshire Council has set up a telephone
support service for parents who have any concerns they’d like to discuss.

Can I ask something for the Parish Council please?

Are you aware of any bodies or groups who are giving support to the elderly and
vulnerable in these Covid times?  The reason for this is there may be some funding
from the Police & Crimes Commissioner for such bodies and we are trying to identify
who they are.

If you are aware of any, please let us know at our SNT
(Safer Neighbourhood Teams) email:
oswestryrs.snt@westmercia.pnn.police.uk

Many thanks and kind regards.

PCSO 40373 Stuart Carroll
Oswestry SNT
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S. Owen & Sons
YOUR LOCAL HEATING OIL,

COAL MERCHANTS &
Propane & Butane

BOTTLED GAS SUPPLIERS

“Prompt &
Personal Service

at Competitive Prices!!”

www.sowenandsons.co.uk

Telephone:
Llanymynech 01691 830315 or

01691 830163

PEST PROBLEM?
Solve it with …

Shropshire Mole and Pest Control

Fast response.

Domestic, agricultural and
commercial.

Local, professional and affordable!

Mole Control Expert

Call Alan now on 01691 700701
mobile 07976 817859

Wasps Bees Hornets Rats

Mice Rabbits Squirrels Ants

Cluster Flies
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Brook House Residential Home
Woodhill, Morda, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY10 9AS

Are you looking for a warm, friendly & helpful home in a beautiful setting?
Whether you need a long stay, respite or day care,

please telephone for a brochure or come and visit us.
Mrs K. Cosens, Proprietor  Kate Ford/Sali Nixon, Joint Managers

Tel: 01691 654167
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Trefonen WI:
Nature has continued to delight and sustain us. One member reports:

‘We have continued to enjoy having
time to notice small things - two dragon
flies slowly emerging from the ugly
nymphs which had lurked in the pond
mud gobbling up the frog spawn; and
this kind peacock butterfly which
lingered long enough on the feeder that
it actually appeared in the photo.  Am I
the only one who comes back from a
walk with most photos showing where
wildlife has just left?’

The theme continues in this report: ‘Our pond and wildflower patch have given
much enjoyment this year.  A kingfisher is a regular visitor on the pond but I'm defi-
nitely not quick enough to capture an image of it!  We have also been rearing some
piglets who will not be with us for too much longer!’

This member combines gardening and eating - two important
lockdown activities!  ‘The veg plot has been abundant this year
and a new discovery is just how delicious are the flowers and
leaves of nasturtiums and I will try pickling the seeds this year
which are meant to be like capers.’  As lockdown has eased we
have been returning to some favourite people and places albeit
with some restrictions and plenty of hand sanitiser!

One member reports: ‘We’ve had longed for meet ups with family (thank you
National Trust) at Wightwick Manor and Powis Castle.  With a careful reading of the
rules we had our grandchildren to stay for a few days.  I enjoyed sleeping out one
night in a tent with them.  It was very interesting to hear the different night time
sounds of foxes, owls and sheep.’

Another explains: ‘Our holiday lodge in Stratford
upon Avon is now very busy and I am managing
a second lodge for the owner so I have been
busy setting that up.  We had a great week there
in the sunshine, sitting by the Avon with a pot of
coffee and watching the world go by on the
river.
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Stratford was fairly busy, which was good to see, but also a
little un-nerving so I donned visor in the streets.  I enjoyed my
first cappuccino for four months at an outside cafe table and
managed to catch some RSC impromptu open air theatre -
fantastic to see families sitting on the grass enjoying a free
performance.  A change of scene and the sunshine in my
much loved Stratford  lifted my mood.

Family has been at the heart of what we are missing.  Luckily some of us have been
able to get together: ‘I have managed to see my daughter and granddaughter at the
Blists Hill Museum in Ironbridge, where we greatly enjoyed a selection of old
fashioned sweets.  It was  a great day, albeit self distanced but we managed a picnic
and it was glorious weather!

Also, just returned from 5 days away in our campervan in Wales, so lots of walking
and relaxing and we spoke to other REAL people - 2 metres away across the small
camp site!’

Camper vans have come into their own: ‘We are planning another trip away in our
camper van.  We recently had four days away near St Davids on a field we used
when the children were young, a trip down memory lane for us, but planning to go
to the Lakes next week and continue up to Port Patrick in Scotland.’

Obviously life is still very uncertain but it’s been good to reflect on things that we
can do rather than things we haven’t done.

Community Café to reopen!
(Though not quite as you might remember it.)

The cafe will reopen on Tuesday 1st September

It will, at first, meet every Tuesday from 10.00 - 11.00am.

Chairs with plastic seats and backs will be provided - easily disinfected at the
start and again after each use.  These will be placed a minimum of 2 metres apart
(though, who knows, people from the same household might choose to sit together!)

Weather permitting, we’ll meet on the patio alongside the Village Hall.  If it rains,
the furniture will be moved indoors and windows opened for air circulation.

A toilet will be available, but we won’t be using the kitchen, so no cakes or biscuits
and please:   bring your own flask/bottle of drink.

Feel free to bring your own sanitiser with you and note that, if indoors, the
wearing of masks will be encouraged.  The purpose is to allow us to meet up again in
a safe environment.

No Lorraine with Foot Health Clinic at the moment, but we’re working on it.
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Open Fire,
Pool table, Darts,

Live Sports,
Dog friendly.

Function room (seats 50)
for hire.

Offa’s Dyke Brewery, Trefonen, Oswestry

Meals: Tues - Fri: 5.00 - 9.00pm;
Sat: 12.00 - 3.00, 5.00 - 9.00pm;

Farmer’s Sunday Carvery served 12.00 - 3.00pm;

Offa’s Dyke Brewery: Our brewery uniquely straddles the Offa’s Dyke
which is the ancient border dividing England and Wales.  For a fresher, smoother
taste we crush locally sourced malted barley in the ‘old’ Wales, before passing
through to the mash tun and copper boil in England, returning to Wales for
fermenting and conditioning, finally casked back in England.  Real Ale brewed
with Real Passion.

Barley Mow Inn & Offa’s Dyke Brewery,
Chapel Lane, Trefonen, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY10 9DX.

www.offasdykebrewery.com

Barley Mow Inn
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BRIDGE PLUMBING

e-mail: bridgeplumbing0001@gmail.com

OZLOO’S
SPECIALISTS IN PORTABLE

TOILET HIRE
01691 772904

WWW.OZLOOS.CO.UK
ozloos@btinternet.com
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Trefonen Garden Club Notes:
September is the time of year when gardeners tend to
reflect on the successes and failures of the previous six
months; what has worked well and what with some
adjustment could be better next year.  There is still
much to look forward to, as much of the garden
harvest is yet to come, with the possibility of a
bumper apple crop, but August’s struggle to
keep colour in the garden seems to be the
turning point.

Weatherwise, this year has been very unusual, the very dry May, the wet June, the
grey July and an August notable more for grey days and wind than there should
have been and, at the time of writing, we seemed to have missed out on the latest
sun and heat wave.

Many gardeners though have spent extra long days and hours in their gardens, and
for many that extra effort was rewarded through May and June with colour and
growth, even in a year when it has not always been easy to obtain the normal
choice of bedding and pot plants.  Such a pity then that it has been difficult to share
the garden with family, friends and neighbours.  How many of us have regretted not
being able to share their garden displays?

This year may have been more about maintaining
our spirits, knowing the value to our mental and
physical health that gardening can bring.

Of course it has not been an easy year (like every
year?).  Rabbits, squirrels, moles and voles seem to
have had a good year too.  At least one local
gardener’s hens were decimated by a fox.  Yes,
when we say we encourage wildlife, we are
thinking more of bees rather than blackfly!

The Trefonen Garden Club has been as inactive as its members have been active.
Come September we had thought that things would be getting back to normal and
in this issue we had hoped to be publicising our meetings once again.

However, the lockdown and post lockdown measures have put paid to any thought
of monthly meetings, the annual plant sale and
garden visits.  It is hard to say when such activities
will get back to normal but erring on the side of
safety is what most members would expect; January
2021 might be the earliest possible target to resume.

Any news would of course make its way to the
Trefonen Garden Club website:
www.trefonengardenclub.org.uk and notice boards
in Trefonen and Treflach.  One day we’ll be back!
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Quiz:
General knowledge again this month:

1. What does Au stand for in the periodic table?

2. Name the current British Foreign Secretary

3. Who is the main character in the book ‘Catcher in the Rye’?

4. In which US state is the city of Nashville?

5. Where did the most recent Winter Olympics take place?

6. What is 73?

7. With which American sport do you associate Babe Ruth and Joe DiMaggio?

8. What does the Latin word ‘tempus’ mean in English?

9. Which is longer, a nautical mile or the British statute mile?

10. In which year did the Beatles split up?

11. Which two country & western singers sang together on the 1983 song ‘Islands in
the Stream?

12. Who won the 2019 BBC Sports Personality of the Year award?

13. What are the five colours of the Olympic rings?

14. What was the name of the tower block where Del Boy and Rodney Trotter lived in
‘Only Fools and Horses’?

15. Who is the longest serving presenter of the BBC Children’s show ‘Blue Peter’?

16. Who was the first actor to play the part of Dumbledore in the Harry Potter films?

17. Which soft drink is commonly associated with Scotland?

18. From which country does the cheese ‘Gouda’ originate?

19. What number is found in reference to their varieties on Heinz products?

20. Pret a Manger is a popular sandwich chain in the UK, but what does this French
name mean in English?

21. What is the capital city of Australia?

22. If you completed the Three Peaks challenge, which three UK mountains would you
have climbed?

23. Which city is situated further West - Bristol or Edinburgh?

24. What was the American jazz trumpeter and singer Louis Armstrong’s nickname?

25. What do the French call the English Channel?

26. Which five countries make up the permanent members of the UN Security Council?

27. At what temperatures in Centigrade and Fahrenheit does water boil?

28. What number is a baker’s dozen?

29. What, according to the children’s song, do the wheels on the bus do?

30. What language is spoken in Norway?
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During May and June, Mike Edwards and his wife Ali McInroy-Edwards from
Llanyblodwel decided to bring a smile to people's faces on their Sunday walks

around the village by dressing up.  What a fine assortment of costumes they’ve got!
Thanks to Madhukesh Loomba for sending me some pictures.
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North Shropshire Heating
& General Plumbing

Covering all of North Shropshire
& Welsh Border Counties

Specialists in oil fired heating systems.
All aspects of plumbing work undertaken.

Jim Parkes
Tel: 01978 722598

Mob: 079290 16814

www.supportmycomputer.co.uk

.95

JONES’ OIL BOILER SERVICE
Specializing in

Service, Repairs, Breakdowns.

OFTEC QUALIFIED ENGINEER

All work fully insured

Competitive rates

Call now for friendly, local and prompt service

Stuart
01691 682480
07940 757503            stuartjones47@yahoo.co.uk
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From the Rectory:
My dear friends,

How lovely, to be writing formally again after we have all been in
lockdown and, in the main, restricted to liaising with just our own
households for many weeks.  Now those restrictions are lifting
slowly and carefully and we are beginning to reconnect again, albeit
with restrictions, ‘social distancing’ being the new watchwords and
‘the new normal’ being the way we are to live our lives.

I am pleased to report that our churches are now open for public worship, albeit not
quite as we knew it, with a booking system, limited numbers and masks, and still only
every other week at present.  But better than the church being shut and locked, which
it was for many weeks and months.

Although lockdown was enforced, and for very
good reason, many have found it an enriching and
fruitful time – some have found new hobbies, or
reconnected with old ones, some have used the
time to have a massive sort out and spring clean,
whilst others have developed new skills and more.
So what have you  during this time and what
of that might you carry forward with you as we
journey on in this ‘new normal’?

is about more than the new hobbies or
skills.  It can be learning about yourself and what
makes you tick.  Perhaps you have discovered you
like/don’t like your own company?  Perhaps you
have learnt how important your family/friends are
to you, and the value of them, and you now make
time to connect with them on a more regular basis.
Perhaps you have learnt about people living in your
street or community you didn’t know or care about
before, but you do now.

Perhaps you have learnt the importance of 

Having an awareness of other people and their lives and needs, looking out for each
other locally and further afield and working together to help one another in the
community, be it on the doorstep or the national and global community, may be
something we’ve learned.  Recognising the worth and value of what people do and
how they help and benefit us in all things, and not taking any of them for granted but
doing ‘our bit’ to help where and when we can is a skill.  Once this skill has been
acquired, it wouldn’t take much for it to become part of our everyday living.  The
question is will it, will they?

So what have you learnt?  And is what you have learnt now a way of living for you and
for others?  If it is, then what a blessing indeed, what a gift.  Out of darkness has come a
great light, out of distress and despair has come hope and expectation, out of fear has
come love – the unexpected crock of gold at the end of a rainbow spanning the sky on
a rainy day.
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Spend that gift wisely and prudently, use it to invest in
your’s and other’s future and let the colours reflect each
of the colours experienced, learnt, listened to, looked for
and seen.  Let the way of life now being lived by so
many go forward without fear or reproach into the
‘new normal’, whatever it means or wherever it leads.

Til next time, stay safe and well

Yours in Christ

From the Registers:

30th April  William Edward Cockshott (Bill)

26th May  Ann Elizabeth Jones

13th July  Baby Isla Lewis

21st July  Dorothy Upton

23rd July  James Hugh Hammond

13th August  Joan Norwyn Stockdale

16th March  Doreen Morris

30th April  Jenny Antoinette Anny Jones

13th May  Patricia Moira Franklin

19th May  Kathleen Netta Jones

1st July  Melvyn Williams

May the Souls of the Faithful Departed Rest in God's Eternal Peace.

Prayer Chain
If you would like prayer for an immediate need, e.g. an emergency
situation, you can ring one of the people below.  Your message will be
passed to each person in the chain (who is available at the time) and
we will pray for your need in complete confidence.

Rev. Kathy Trimby  590025    Jill Ferguson   656456
Betty Steele    652170    Linda Gladman   671363
Dick Mathias    657934    Chris Kirk    688595
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Trees for Trefonen:
 This project was launched in 2019 and is managed by Trefonen

  Women’s Institute.  Our aim is to plant attractive trees around the
   village and contribute to the national drive to increase tree

planting significantly.  It is described as the easiest way to
  combat global warming.

Trees:

improve the air quality,

 mitigate climate change

 reduce flooding and erosion

 support the environment and wild life in general

promote well-being and mental fitness

We held a fund-raising event in June and sought people who would sign up to buy
or donate a tree.  The response was very positive.  We had purchased 11 trees and
were keen to get them in the ground.  Three trees were planted on private property
or a corner where there was no problem.  However, we spent nearly six months
working with the local authorities to get permission to plant on the Jubilee Field,
Chapel Green, the Cross Green and the corner of Martin’s Field and Martin’s Close.
Planting took place late November and March 20.  We have permission for a few
additional trees on the Jubilee Field and Chapel Green.

Our priority this autumn is to contact the people who have donated and asked to
sponsor and to get trees for them.  We really do also need some people to offer
space in their gardens for a tree or to offer us some land which we may access.  The
Field and Green will not accommodate them all.

To the many people who helped plant the first trees, and those who have been
watering them ever since.  They have all survived last winter’s floods and this year’s
early heat wave.  If you want to become a tree buddy you would be warmly
welcomed.  Please let me know.

K Kimber    01691 679646        bobnkkimber@btinternet.com
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Trefonen grass verges:
CAN YOU HELP?

Any help would be greatly appreciated for maintenance of Trefonen grass verges
and "planters" either end of the village, which have had flowers courtesy of Offa
Community Support.

Meet outside Barley Mow each
Tuesday at 10.00am and bring
gloves and gardening tools.  If
enough of us turn up, it won't
take long. 

Regards,

John Davies
07980 680845

P3:
The Trefonen & Treflach Parish Paths
Partnership (P3) Group hasn’t been able to
meet during lockdown, though a few
individual members have been out with
strimmers, hammers & nails etc, to clear
footpaths and bridleways and repair stiles.

The group’s Shropshire Council ‘minders’
have said recently that it can soon begin
work again - we’re just waiting for the Risk
Assessment to be published (

).

If you know of any damaged stiles or kissing gates or of paths that have become
overgrown, please let the group know so that they can prioritise the backlog of
work that has probably developed.

The group usually meets on the last Friday of each month at the village hall car park
at 10.00am and work sessions last about 3 hours.  Interested in joining?  Contact:

Mark Leather:  Tel: 01691 652409  email: j.leather1@btinternet.com
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Chimney Sweep

01691 860616
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Nic Evans - Landscape Gardener
(Est. 1981)

www.nicevanslandscaping.co.uk
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How much do you know about Crayfish?
I guess that, for most of you, the answer will be “very little”.  I would have said the
same until last year when I saw one on Blodwel Bank whilst walking my dog.  A little
research led me to believe that I’d seen an American Signal Crayfish.  A chain of
events followed and I ended up being copied in to a number of emails between
members of the Upper Tanat Fishing Club (UTFC) and officers of the Environment
Agency (EA), Natural Resources Wales (NRW) and the Severn Rivers Trust (SRT).  I
thought you might be interested in the story, hence this article.  It seems to me that
the easiest way to present it is by reproducing a selection of those emails here - see
the following pages.  I don’t have permission to give authors names, so they are
anonymised.  I’ve also redacted the Grid References (GR) as it’s not appropriate for
me to encourage anyone to venture onto what is mostly private land to go and take
a look.

Briefly, the White Clawed Crayfish is a
crustacean that is native to the UK and
found in small fresh-water streams.  It is
protected under UK law and is on the
Global Red List of Endangered Species.  It
grows to between 6 - 12cm (2½ - 5”) in
length and eats carrion, invertebrates,
water plants and dead organic matter.
The undersides of its claws are lighter in
colour than the top, hence the name.

The Signal Crayfish, a native of North America,
was introduced into this country in 1970 to be
farmed for human consumption.  It grows to
16 - 18cm (6½ - 7”) and occurs in both still and
slow-flowing freshwater environments,
including rivers, streams, lakes, reservoirs and
canals.  It is also known to be tolerant of
slightly salty water.  There is a prominent
white or bluish patch on each claw at the top
of the finger joint - the ‘signal’ patch.

In the words of the Inland Waterways Association:

“Signal crayfish soon escaped from commercial fisheries and began to out-compete
the native white-clawed crayfish for habitat and food.  They are carriers of crayfish
plague and are thought to be responsible for passing the deadly disease to the
native white-clawed crayfish.  They have decimated the native crayfish populations
where present.  Signal crayfish cause further problems by burrowing into river and
canal banks causing erosion, bank collapse and sediment pollution.  The signal
crayfish is a voracious predator, feeding on a variety of fish, frogs and invertebrates,
as well as plants, and even eating individuals of its own species.”

So, not very popular then.

Now read on for the emails which tell the local story.
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Further to our recent conversations I wish to notify your Agencies of, I think the first
evidence of the encroachment of the invasive species “American Signal Crayfish” on to
the river Tanat.  Having spoken to several of our long standing members they cannot
remember sighting any crayfish, signal or native white.  This includes members who
have been river fly sampling for many years.  I am assuming that, having established the
presence of the signal crayfish and identified it as an invasive species we are correct in
assuming that we have to officially notify your Agencies.  As our river is a cross border
river can we assume that this notification can apply to us notifying the NRW as well?

I have copied this e-mail to the SRT along with others who have contributed to the
identification and have expressed interest, I would be please if in any response you
could copy all of the enclosed list in.

The enclosed photo shows the claws of a crayfish (obviously predated on by an otter or
possibly a mink.)  The remains were situated at GPS co-ordinate SJ ** just above the
road bridge over the Tanat on the A495 and adjacent to the incoming Nantmawr
Brook.

Our investigations seem to indicate that the likely source of the incursion is via this
brook with the crayfish descending from up around the Treflach/Nantmawr area.
Sitings have been reported by residents in the Treflach area.  There are several pools
around the area at GPS co-ordinates SJ **, SJ **, SJ ** and SJ **.  Residents report
having seen crayfish moving along verges.  It is likely that the heavy rain in the early
part of the year may have assisted in their passage to the river.

The arrival of this species will cause concern to our members and has already raised the
question of what it will do to the trout, grayling and salmon parr population along with
the likely impact on the river fly population and indeed of the resident native white
clawed crayfish.

Whilst my knowledge of the species seems to indicate that once established there is
little or no way of eradicating them it would be helpful if you and/or the
representatives from the SRT and NRW could provide us with advice and guidance as to
what can be done?  Taking account of the above the obvious question that our
members will ask is “Is there a method of control and/or extermination” of this species?

Should it be the case that there is little that can be done then we would wish some
guidance as to the likely short, medium and long term implications of the spread of the
crayfish.

We have some knowledge of the species as they are present in significant numbers on
the upper Vyrnwy where we have some 3 miles of fishing.  Sampling of the river fly on
the Vyrnwy appears to indicate that there is a distinct lack of a number of the expected
species such as blue dun, mayfly nymphs and cadis, however whilst these appear to be
lacking in what is in general a healthy river environment the trout and grayling
populations appear robust.  There seems to be a somewhat virtuous circle (if you can
call it that!) in that the resident otter population predate heavily on the larger crayfish
(to the benefit of the fish population) as do, I am sure the trout and grayling on the
crayfish eggs and juveniles.  Does this interpretation hold any merit and will a similar
pattern emerge on the Tanat where we also have a healthy otter population?
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Where river fly monitoring takes place and, over time a pattern of declining species is
noted which can be attributed to the presence of crayfish is there some sort of
weighting system that allows for their presence in a system where all other indicators
would suggest a healthy ecosystem?  Otherwise any results of monitoring are likely to
indicate an extremely unhealthy river system, which may not be the actual case.

Do your ecologists (both in the EA, NRW and SRT) have knowledge of the presence of a
resident population of the native species and, if so in what numbers and where on the
river system?

We would welcome, as would interested members of the local community an ongoing
engagement with all of the interested Agencies and the SRT, especially the input of the
ecologists in allowing both myself and our members (especially our river fly monitors) to
understand what the likely outcomes of the invasion of this species to our river is likely
to entail.

Should you carry out any on site or investigative work to potentially identify the source
then I would welcome the opportunity to attend.

Kind Regards

**** ****, Waters Manager, Upper Tanat Fishing Club.

Following my message below I’ve just checked with other members of the UTFC and
they confirm that no Signal Crayfish have ever been seen in the Tanat going back  at
least 20 odd years.  So this is definitely a new infestation of them, and I wonder if
anything can be done at this very early stage, before they get a secure foothold?  If so
we’ll need to act very quickly.

Thanks.

Hi **

I have now located the source of the American signal crayfish entering the River Tanat
at grid reference SJ **.

My initial "guess" for the source was quite correct.  It is Nantmawr Brook which enters
the Tanat on its left bank.

My investigations have uncovered that signal crayfish were seen crawling about during
the heavy rains in the gutter of Blodwel Bank, a lane at Porth-y-waen!

Also a lady who lives nearby to the lane has had them on her ground which floods
during heavy periods of rainfall.

Hope this helps.

Best wishes
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Hi,

Thanks for letting me know about the potential Signal crayfish on the Tanat.  That is
really bad news as the Tanat is one of the last surviving strongholds for white-clawed
crayfish in the area.  Never found them in large numbers, but they were still present at
Llanyblodwel and the hygrometry gauging weir last year. Perhaps they have originated
from the fishery at Porth-y- Waen or Blodwel Quarry?  Unfortunately if they have been
seen by several people it may already be too late, but it could be worth investigating
the quarry and fishery and making sure that there is at least a grill on any outlets.

There was a very old record of white-clawed crayfish in the Ty Nant tributary above
Nant Mawr too.

It would be really useful to have a photo of the specimen that was seen so that I can
confirm the id.

I am unable to undertake field work at the moment due to Covid 19 restrictions.

Kind regards

Hi all,

Thanks for notifying us of this worrying development.  Do you or anyone else have any
photos to confirm the id – not that I’m doubting it.

This short section of the Tanat is in England so please can you pass to the relevant
contact.

****, for your information, local angling interests have identified the above species on a
tributary of the Afon Tanat in England.  The Tanat and Vyrnwy both upstream and
downstream of this site are in Wales so this is an issue for NRW as well as EA.

Many Thanks

Hi All

I am not sure everybody was copied into all of the email re potential Signal Crayfish on
the Tanat last week do I thought I would email you all again.  *** has provided the
photo below.  It is most likely a Signal Crayfish as the claws look smooth and red, but
you really need to see the head and thorax, particularly the prominent sharp spines on
the shoulders of the thorax of a White-clawed crayfish to confirm I.D.  See attached
guide.  If anybody sees any more please take a photo of the side of the head and email
it to me together with a grid ref.

There is little that can be done once they are at noticeable levels in a catchment.  In
some catchments Signal crayfish and White-clawed have co-occupied rivers for 20 plus
years with little impact on fish and invertebrate levels but unfortunately in other
catchments there have been swift domination by Signal crayfish.
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LLOYD’S ANIMAL FEEDS
Agricultural Feed Specialists
Lloyds Animal Feeds is the leading independent animal food
producer in the country.

The Company philosophy is to provide customers with the
exact specification feed they need to maximise their
profitability in the market place.

Head office:
Morton, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY10 8BH, United Kingdom
01691 830741
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Never mind the weeds:
For me, one of the loveliest sounds of summer is hearing the gentle
buzz of the bees as they busily forage for nectar amongst the flowers.
The sound transcends all sense of time and place and transports me to
another level of contentment and peace. Apart from the ability to improve my mood
I realise that bees are vital to our food supply.  How vital?  Let's put it this way: one in
every three bites of your food wouldn't be there if it weren't for them and other
pollinators.  The plants spread by pollinators also prevent
soil erosion and keep carbon out of the atmosphere,
combating climate change.

Bees are declining across the world, so need our help,
desperately.  Apart from planting bee-friendly plants, we
can access the ones that are often there which we're not
aware of.  How can we do this?  By not mowing the lawn
so frequently. You'll be amazed with what flowers might
appear and of course you'll be doing the bees and
ultimately yourself and the planet a big favour.  Here are
just a few that I photographed in my garden one afternoon this August.

This pretty lilac flower with the unappealing name is
the Small Scabious ( ).  Its names
derives from its use as a herbal remedy to treat scabies.

We next find Selfheal ( ) which
again has a name linked to health restorative
properties.  The story goes that it was given its
Latin name by the great Swedish naturalist Carl
Linnaeus who miswrote Prunella instead of
Brunella, taken from " ", the German
name for quinsy (a type of throat inflammation).

Here we have Oxeye Daisy (
) also called Marguerite or Moon -Daisy

because its petals remain open all day and night,
unlike its little relative.
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Last year, when we had the incredible visitation of the
Painted lady butterflies.  This flower, the Common
Knapweed ( ) was absolutely enveloped
in them, and as you can see, the bees love them, too.
According to my research, its Latin name relates to the
Centaur, Chiron, who used the  flowers in a poultice to
cover a festering wound made by an arrow dipped in
Hydra's blood.  The wound was cured and so, the story
goes, cornflowers and knapweeds were given the name
Centaurea.

The Orange Hawkweed ( ) is
one of my all time favourite 'weeds'.  I just love the
way the intense orange colour fizzes amongst the
green.  The genus name, Hieracium, is from the old
Greek "hierakion" meaning 'hawk'. According to Pliny
the Elder, hawks fed on the plant to improve their
eyesight and from that comes the common name
of Hawkweed.  The species name, aurantiacum, is
from the Latin meaning 'orange-coloured'.

This yellow flower is called Cat's Ear (
), and refers to the shape and fine hair on the

leaves resembling that of the ear of a cat.  The plant is
also known as "false dandelion", as it is commonly
mistaken for true dandelions.

Lastly we come to White Clover ( ). Clovers
are most efficiently pollinated by bumblebees, which have
declined as a result of agricultural intensification.
Honeybees can also pollinate clover, and beekeepers are
often in heavy demand from farmers with clover pastures,
vital for producing nitrates in the soil.  Farmers reap the
benefits of increased reseeding that occurs with increased
bee activity, which means that future clover yields remain
abundant.

To conclude it's worth considering that bees must collect from about 2 million
flowers to make 1 pound of honey and the average honey bee makes about half a
teaspoon of honey in their lifetime, which is approximately 5 to 6 weeks!  So the
next time you get out the lawnmower, just spare a thought for them and instead,
leave the weeds, you're feeding the bees!

By Daisy B Meadows.
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OSWESTRY CHRISTIAN BOOKSHOP
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Trefonen Village Shop
SHOP & POST OFFICE OPENING TIMES:

Monday - Friday:      8.00 am - 7.00 pm
Saturday:          8.30 am - 6.00 pm
Sundays & Bank Holidays:  9.00 am - 1.00 pm

Telephone 01691 671208
You will find all items found in a convenience store, but if there is anything you would like

Hazel to stock, please let her know and she will do her best!

9.00 - 1.00; 2.00 - 5.30
9.00 - 1.00
10.00 - 1.00

Answers to the Quiz:
1. Gold
2. Dominic Raab
3. Holden Caulfield
4. Tennessee
5. Pyeongchang, South Korea
6. 343
7. Baseball
8. Time
9. Nautical mile (= 1.15 miles)
10. 1970
11. Dolly Parton and Kenny Rogers
12. Ben Stokes (England cricketer - as if you

needed to ask!!!
13. Blue, Yellow, Black, Green & Red
14. Nelson Mandela House
15. John Noakes (12 years; 1965 - 1978)
16. Richard Harris
17. Irn-Bru
18. The Netherlands
19. 57
20. Ready to eat
21. Canberra
22. Ben Nevis, Snowdon, Scafell Pike
23. Edinburgh
24. Satchmo
25. La Manche
26. China, France, Russia, UK, USA
27. 1000C; 2120F
28. 13
29. Go round and round
30. Norwegian
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Local Contacts:

Some useful services:

Defibrillator Coordinator Val Smout 657011
Jubilee Club Alwena Martin 652791
Jubilee Field K Kimber 679646
Llanyblodwel Parish Clerk Amy Jones 01691 829571

llanyblodwelpc@gmail.com
Llanyblodwel & Porth-y-Waen Village Hall Sec. Myfi Jones 828786
Oswestry Rural Parish Clerk Sharon Clayton 01952 884372

clerk@oswestryrural-pc.gov.uk
Pre-School: ring 07817 641528            or             Shropshire Council                     01743 254452
Trefonen Garden Club Barbara Court 655387
Trefonen Indoor Bowling Club Kath Barkley 653172
Trefonen School Cathy Dunleavy (Head Teacher) 652960
Trefonen Village Design Statement K Kimber 679646
Trefonen Village Hall bookings Val Smout 657011
Trefonen Village Hall Caretaker Clive & Kath Roberts 671360
Trefonen Village Shop & Post Office Hazel 671208
Trefonen Village website www.trefonen.org
WI - Llanyblodwel Tina Griffith 830823
WI - Trefonen Gill Buckeridge 653172

ELECTRICITY (Scottish Power) 0800 111999 CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU 0344 499 1100

SEVERN TRENT WATER 0800 783 4444 CHILDLINE 0800 1111

DWR CYMRU (Welsh Water) 0800 052 0130 SAMARITANS 0845 790 9090

NATIONAL RAIL ENQUIRIES 03457 484950 DRUGS & ALCOHOL HELPLINE 0800 776600

HOSPITALS: NATIONAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE HELPLINE

   RJ & AH ORTHOPAEDIC 01691 404000 0808 2000 247

   ROYAL SHREWSBURY 01743 261000 WALES DOMESTIC ABUSE HELPLINE

   WREXHAM MAELOR 01978 291100 0808 801 0800

   PRINCES ROYAL TELFORD 01952 641222 VICTIM SUPPORT NATIONAL 0845 303 0900

WELSH BLOOD SERVICE 0800 252266 NATIONAL MISSING PERSONS HELPLINE

0500 700700

Mobile Library:
A phased re-opening of the main libraries in the county is now underway,
but there’s still no date for the return of the mobile service.

Deadline for copy for the magazine is the 10th of each month.
This is important!  It allows time for the Editor to compile the contents, followed by proof reading and
printing in time for publication on (usually) the last weekend of the previous month.  The online version will
usually be available to download approximately a week before the paper version is distributed.
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